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Brexit: what now for the United Kingdom, the European Union and the rest of the world?

What are the implications of Brexit (i.e., the United Kingdom's decision to leave the European Union by March 2019) for the UK, the EU, and their main trading partners?

This lecture covers the current state of affairs (what does EU-membership entail, exactly?) and looks forward to possible scenario's: "soft" Brexit v. "hard" Brexit v. "drop dead" Brexit. The lecture takes a global view, looking at the consequences of these possible outcomes not only for the UK and the EU but also for the US and Asia.

The lecture is up-to-date, taking into account the latest news regarding the negotiations between the UK and the EU, and attempts to be predictive: not all outcomes are equally likely (nor equally favorable for the parties involved!) and the underlying economic and political drivers of each outcome are highlighted and assessed.
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